DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
Department of the Navy
[Docket ID USN–2012–0005]

Privacy Act of 1974; System of Records

AGENCY: Department of the Navy, DoD.

ACTION: Notice To Add a System of Records.

SUMMARY: The Department of the Navy proposes to add a system of records in its inventory of record systems subject to the Privacy Act of 1974 (5 U.S.C. 552a), as amended.

DATES: This proposed action will be effective on June 1, 2012 unless comments are received which result in a contrary determination.

ADDRESS: You may submit comments, identified by docket number and title, by any of the following methods:
• Mail: Federal Docket Management System Office, 4800 Mark Center Drive East Tower, 2nd Floor, Suite 02G09, Alexandria, VA 22350–3100.

Instructions: All submissions received must include the agency name and docket number for this Federal Register document. The general policy for comments and other submissions from members of the public is to make these submissions available for public viewing on the Internet at http://www.regulations.gov as they are received without change, including any personal identifiers or contact personal information.


SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The Department of the Navy notifies for systems of records subject to the Privacy Act of 1974 (5 U.S.C. 552a(r)), as amended, have been published in the Federal Register and are available from the address in FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT. The proposed system report, as required by 5 U.S.C. 552a(r) of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, was submitted on April 20, 2012, to the House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs, and the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) pursuant to paragraph 4c of Appendix I to OMB Circular No. A–130, “Federal Agency Responsibilities for Maintaining Records About Individuals,” dated February 8, 1996 (February 20, 1996, 61 FR 6427).


Aaron Siegel,
Alternate OSD Federal Register Liaison Officer, Department of Defense.

N12293–1

SYSTEM NAME:
Human Resource Civilian Portfolio (HRCP).

SYSTEM LOCATION:
Space and Naval Warfare Command, SPAWAR, 1325 10th Street SE., Bldg 196, Washington, DC 20374–7000.

CATEGORIES OF INDIVIDUALS COVERED BY THE SYSTEM:
Civilian employees and job applicants for civilian appropriated/non-appropriated fund (NAF) positions in the Department of Navy (DON).

CATEGORIES OF RECORDS IN THE SYSTEM:
Name, Social Security Number (SSN), date of birth, home address, place of birth, citizenship, emergency contact, and security clearance; employee email address; employee phone numbers to include home, work, pager, fax and mobile; race and national origin; handicap code; and foreign language capability; projected suspense dates.

RETRIEVABILITY:
Policies and practices for storing, retrieving, accessing, retaining, and disposing of records in the system:

STORAGE:
Electronic storage media.

RETRIEVABILITY:
Name, Social Security Number (SSN), internal assigned employee ID, and Billet ID number.

SAFEGUARDS:
Access to data is multi-tiered and based on a need to know, and is managed by a designated command representative knowledgeable in the area of that command’s total workforce. The first tier of a user account is profile based, which limits the user to specific employee types and/or data. Users in a specific profile cannot view data outside of that profile’s restrictions. The second tier further restricts access by use of permissions, which allow a user specific access and update their personal information and system support for the DON civilian workforce worldwide to access and update their personal information, submit documents, and obtain personnel related information.
access to application functions. Physical access to terminals, terminal rooms, buildings and activities’ grounds are controlled by locked terminals and rooms, guards, personnel screening and visitor registers. Password complexity, expiration, minimum length, and history, as well as use of profiles and permissions assists in assuring only appropriate personnel have access to data.

RECORD ACCESS PROCEDURES:

Individuals seeking to determine whether this system of records contains information about themselves should address written inquiries to HRSD, Office of Civilian Human Resources, 614 Sicard St SE., Suite 100, Washington Navy Yard, DC 20374–7000.

The request should be signed and include full name, dates of service, Social Security Number (SSN), and a complete return mailing address.

The system manager may require an original signature or a notarized signature as a means of proving the identity of the individual requesting access to the records.

RECORD SOURCE CATEGORIES:

Information is obtained primarily from official Department of Navy and Department of Defense programs of record; Defense Civilian Personnel Data System (DCPDS), Contractor Verification Systems (CVS)/Defense Enrollment Eligibility Recording System (DEERS), and from the individual and/or support staff.

EXEMPTIONS CLAIMED FOR THE SYSTEM:

None.

BILLING CODE 5001–06–P

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Notice of Proposed Information Collection Requests; Institute of Education Sciences; Pell Grant Expansions Under the Pell Grant Expansions (PGE) Study 2012

SUMMARY: The Pell Grant Expansions under the PGE is a two-part, five-year demonstration study sponsored by the U.S. Department of Education that focuses on the effects of expanded access to Pell grants on students’ employment and earnings outcomes. The primary outcome of interest is (1) the employment status and earnings of students who participate in the study while secondary outcomes include (2) students’ experiences with and participation in education and training, (3) measures of student debt and financial aid, and (4) the extent of participation in job search assistance services.

DATES: Interested persons are invited to submit comments on or before July 2, 2012.

ADDRESSES: Written comments regarding burden and/or the collection activity requirements should be electronically mailed to ICDocketMgr@ed.gov or mailed to U.S. Department of Education, 400 Maryland Avenue SW., LBJ, Washington, DC 20202–4537. Copies of the proposed information collection request may be accessed from http://edicweb.ed.gov, by selecting the “Browse Pending Collections” link and by clicking on link number 04848. When you access the information collection, click on “Download Attachments” to view.

Requests may also be electronically mailed to ICDocketMgr@ed.gov or faxed to 202–401–0920. Please specify the complete title of the information collection and OMB Control Number when making your request.

Individuals who use a telecommunications device for the deaf (TDD) may call the Federal Information Relay Service (FIRS) at 1–800–877–8339.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: Section 3506 of the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 (44 U.S.C. Chapter 35) requires that Federal agencies provide interested parties an early opportunity to comment on information collection requests. The Director, Information Collection Clearance Division, Privacy, Information and Records Management Services, Office of Management, publishes this notice containing proposed information collection requests at the beginning of the Departmental review of the information collection. The Department of Education is especially interested in public comment addressing the following issues: (1) Is this collection necessary to the proper functions of the Department; (2) will this information be processed and used in a timely manner; (3) is the estimate of burden accurate; (4) how might the Department enhance the quality, utility, and clarity of the information to be collected; and (5) how might the Department minimize the burden of this collection on the respondents, including through the use of information technology. Please note that written comments received in response to this notice will be considered public records.

Title of Collection: Pell Grant Expansions Under the PGE Study 2012.

OMB Control Number: Pending .

Type of Review: New .

Total Estimated Number of Annual Responses: 13,400.

Total Estimated Number of Annual Burden Hours: 3,932.

Abstract: This study consists of two substudies, each of which will examine the impact of a single change to the Pell grant eligibility criteria. The first substudy will relax the prohibition on receipt of Pell grants by students with a bachelor’s degree. Individuals eligible for the first substudy must have a